
Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the artist apologizes (this EXPRESSION you will learn soon in China when dealing by sms and time tags with chinese friends AS ANY MISUNDERSTANDING IN TIMESCHEDULE MUST BE BEGGED FOR PARDON and relieved with grateful thanks, it is lovely!)...the acostumed artist apologizes for patiente in not following the guoguo report yet (grillgrillchen clone orchestra project) - be sure it will follow.The artists were all invited to LOST HEAVEN, a Himalaya cuisine restaurant with the swatchgroup friends:This report  goes other direction. Renée comes from Switzerland to visit the resident artists and do other important business.  Some very busy days for all together give the report 16 different focus: The artist asks you a very important question and wants YOU to keep THIS in your mind FOR AT LEAST the following pictures and reflections:WHAT WILL CHANGE IN ONE MAN´S LIFE IF WALKING ON SQUEEKING SLIPPERS ANY TIME GOING OUT WITH MAMA, PAPA, Aunt or Grandma IN AGE OF 3-6YEARS OLD? WHAT IS - grown up - IN THE SUBCONSCIENT GUIDING THIS  MAN THROUGH LIFE? Is it more awareness about  movements, is it endless trust in mum´s hugs when loosing right way, WHAT IS RIGHT? WHAT IS LEFT? Will he specialize in the suspicious turn over left in the moment nobody looks at him the right moment? Is he dreaming to throw shoes out of the window and watch them floating down the Huang Pu river? DO YOU KNOW ABOUT THESE POUPSING PLASTIC SANDALAS FOR  CHILDREN? Any path is followed by a squeek?  in the park: this is how to find them- follow the sound-squeek- squeek, squeeekkksqueekk, SQUUEK!!!- did you meet these squeeking creatures, the lovely children of today? the lost heaven one´s?WHAT WILL BE STORED of this experience if you would have been IN THAT SHOES being child?Pleasure or pressure?



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
would you fall in love with your similar sisterlike classfriend and tell her you love her with a T-shirt from your company?
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Notiz
Be careful children!Here are some security informations before you go on site of responsability and challenge.
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Notiz
the artist retires in the nextby area in and around SAPH (at least for this special report choice):the famous FENSTER ZUM HOF motiv gives her already plenty arguments for stories and philosophical reflection, as a fashion designer group can borrow an art space FOR ONE NIGHT STAND. The place of Rongrongs - the chines artist among us - wallpiece on Bund 19!WHERE THE LIGHT IS ....if the artist would invite the other artists to look at the amazing changing in the other side  building interiours, they would see ANYTHING ANYMORE THE DAY AFTER, as if - it was a DREAM NEXT MORNING: many chinese busy to get out with all stuff again...incredible! The artist inquires: WHO WEARED SQUEEKING SLIPPERS IN FIRST AGE? She supposes some rest of childhood to enter one space in one night to do a one night show with some business friends to exchange some businesscards, go on the  styled waynext day AS IF NOTHING  SPECIAL HAPPENED.The artist will not join the other artists loóking the Pasolini 100days of... piece as her show goes on in front of her window.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the artists futuristic dreams are spotted by the neigbours. No need for light in her room - she enters an endless space of lightscreening Projects. Her mind is filled up with thousands of shining images. Some of her pieces  maybe never will be realized.Imagination of the night:Walking on squeeking slippers she turns around the table of her magic studio space and nets one vision to the next one, followed by some soundsqueezed seconds  of the cicala (cricket) ALREADY dreaming: GUOGUO  sighs, it was again very hot, the artist smiles, the turning goes on.



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Every morning at 5 o clock the artist goes to the lounge with her camera and looks on the Pudong Side, watches first joggers, singers, dragonflight pilots and other early morning guests on Waitan. Most days she takes some GOOD MORNING SHANGHAI shoots. NB: If some of you is interested to have the 5h morning athmospheric statistic on Waitan, HuangPu and Pudong Side - dated 5 of may to 30 of october 2013 - from 2 F Lounge Window of SAPH ,  WELCOME: Just ask the artist about this daily wakeup/warmup seria: PEARLY MORNINGS.The morning of 26 of june 2013 the city workers are expected to create a new ornamental wall piece. This is especially interesting for artists as it argues with their interests in quite NORMAL POLITICAL ISSUE as a cusomerfriendly program. This decoration is more than for the eyes for all senses and easy living feelings. Especially for tourists, it features also as Foto backstage for souvenir collectors, some air conditioning ecc...some too serious discurses of some artist talks must be reloaded...



Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
Follow some examples of GOOD MORNING sunshine, for date please ask the artist, anyhow updated to June









Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
the late afternoon of 26 of june a wild and frightening weather front -lightenings, thunder, rainshower in 400% windcraft strikes turn world up to down, from day to night. The streets become riverlike streams as there is no canalisation in Shanghai, this evening the XIA YU (it rains) Seria of the artist is completed by 10 pieces and a new one HUANGPU YE WAN (Night on HuangPu) starts, as you can see in following images... 
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Notiz
the artists come together in lounge 2F amazed and fascinated by this very seldom athmospheric spectacle.
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Notiz
this is to give you most real image to show how come some very minimal and abstract works to happen: XIA YU inspiring motiv1
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Notiz
Cristina OhlmerXIA YU, 2013 seria of 10 piecesTempera on traditional ornamented print readymade Paper54cm x 38 cmIT RAINS
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Notiz
NEXT SERIA.huang pu* YE WANNIGHT ON HUANG PU
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Notiz
let´s return to the artists fokus nearby and in the SAPH area, look at this display.IT IS PERFECT IN COREOGRAPHY; FORM EVALUATION; COLOUR SPOTS / NEUTRAL BACKGROUND; it is the perfect i interdisziplinary work and it shows a social precious moment of collaboration. It is a very FLOWERPOWER PIECE:can YOU hear the inner song of squeeking slippers and IMAGINE --- ALL THE PEOPLE
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Notiz
YES; MY FRIEND, he weared the slippers you talk from, and he liked them as girls like their weeping Barbies or puuping bears with one ear broken...THIS IS THE SECRET OF THE SINGING SHOES OF CHILDHOOD.





Cristina Ohlmer
Notiz
NB on the weekend of 22 to 23 of june the first live skype exhibition prova of the artist for a german, and later on, swiss exhibition context was realized. The connection via VPN and direct skype was perfect, the HUANGPU DIVERS Chinese fraction almost complete, the two dancers in the mood of collaboration  and the artist CONCENTRATED for 2 days 10 hours live performance in the show HINTERGRÜNDE via  PC to Germany. Did you forget the singing shoes? Go for a walk in chinese sites...go alone and listen to the music.
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